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Padmashri Dr. T. Ramaswami presides over
Foundation day celebration at NIOT
National Institute of Ocean Technology (NIOT) celebrated 20th Foundation Day on
05th November 2013. Padmashri Dr. T. Ramaswami, Secretary, Government of
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Greetings on the occasion by Director NIOT
Greetings on the occasion of 20th foundation day of ESSO-NIOT. NIOT can no
longer be called as an institute in the making. Now NIOT is well established name in
the annals of Ocean Technology. Most of the Administrative Orders of the 12th plan
have been obtained and even the grants have been received . Now the onus is on
us. A lot has been achieved in the previous plan periods and hence, naturally, more
is expected from us.

Foundation Day lecture
by
Padmashri
Dr. T. Ramaswami

NIOT buoys played an important role in tracking Phailin Cyclone and mitigating the
damage. The first AUPD system produced by Indian industry based on NIOT
technology was deployed off Lakshadweep Islands in the south eastern Arabian
and completed 85 profiles (170 days) so far. Scientific exploration at Rodriguez Triple
Junction ( RTJ) at ~ 26 degree South was carried out with NCAOR scientists during
15th April to 21st May 2013. Live underwater video streaming from SONNE field
Hydrothermal vent site to NIOT was demonstrated as a first of its kind in the world.
The vibrating water column based low frequency calibration setup for the frequency
range 100Hz to 2kHz has been successfully established at ATF. NIOT recommended
beach nourishment on north of Pondicherry harbour, as part of the programme on
Demonstration of Shore Protection Measures,

was successful. The engineering

investigations related to dam site selection and the after-effects of the dam on
sedimentation pattern in the gulf, entrusted to NIOT by Kalpasar department, is
almost completed.
These are only a few of the achievements. There are many more in the making. Let
us remind ourselves that this is the phase of consolidation and stress should be on
reliability.
I thank Padmashri Dr. T. Ramaswami, Secretary, Government of India, National
Department of Science and Technology for delivering the NIOT Foundation Day
Lecture and for releasing the current issue of the NIOT newsletter. It gives me great
pleasure in recollecting that he was the Secretary Ministry of Earth Sciences for
some time and he still takes great interest in developments at NIOT.
God speed and safe voyage.
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Measuring Pulse of the Ocean
Time series observations are vital for the understanding of ocean dynamics and are necessary

to improve weather

forecast. The moored buoy network initiated by the erstwhile Department of Ocean Development during 1997 has
come a long way in technology and network of coverage in the Indian seas. for making the observations . The
moored buoy network consists of Coastal, Met-Ocean, OMNI (Ocean Moored buoy network for Northern Indian
ocean) and Tsunami Buoys in the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea.

Observing OCEANS
Moored buoys are measuring 18 to 106 meteorological and
oceanographic parameters including subsurface data. These
are transmitted in real-time to the NIOT Data Centre via satellite
telemetry at synoptic/hourly interval and are being disseminated
in Global Telecommunication System (GTS) to facilitate the world
community

to

benefit

through

World

Meteorological

Organization.In a nutshell till date 5. 4 million datasets are
archived.
NIOT Moored Buoy network

Sustaining Buoynetwork
The functioning of buoy systems in the sea

calls for extensive

planning, effective coordination and precise execution and faces
innumerable unforeseen challenges such as ship time availability,
vandalism, piracy, marine growth on sensors, data loss due to
satellite communication issues, networkfailure, severe
and issues such as

large inventory, availability of

weather

skilled man

power and many more. In January 2011, with systematic exercise
both in the field and on shore, data buoy network was reestablished and is sustaining till date.
To accomplish this task from July 2010 till date, 35 cruises and
sailing of approximately 80000 nautical miles involving 5000 Mandays were spent on board the Ships.
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Societal Impact
Tsunami
warning
centre

As challenge arose in the form of devastating Tsunami in the Indian
Ocean region during 2004, though such disasters cannot be
prevented, in spite of their infrequent occurrences, to mitigate from

Surface
Buoy

their devastating effects, to implement Tsunami Early Warning system
an integrated Tsunami Buoy and Bottom Pressure Recorder unit was
established to measure water level data at specific locations.
Thistechnology based on pressure measurement prevailed as the most
affordable

and

accurate

to

measure

tsunamis

for

real-time

forecasting.

Anc
hor

BP
R

The sudden drop in atmospheric pressure associated with an increase
in wind speed and current speed recorded by the moored buoys
gives us the warning of an approaching cyclone. The most accurate
data from these data buoys helps India Meteorological Department
to give precise forecast about the track and intensity of the cyclone
thus saving many lives. The moored buoy network tracked the recent
Phailin cyclone accurately and enabled the administrators to

Phailin cyclone

evacuate the coastal areas well in advance.

Validation
Unique CALVAL Buoy system is designed and installed in Arabia Sea
for serving sea truth data validation of ocean color data from Indian
Satellite INSAT.
The WAM model is validated using the OMNI buoy wave data to
ensure the quality of the model output. The seasonal variation and
rapid changes during cyclones are also well captured in the WAM
model.

Validation of WAM model

IDAS – Sea Bed to Desktop
Indigenized Data Acquisition System (IDAS) for the measurement and
transmission of the meteorological and oceanographic variables in real
time was developed with satisfactory results. IDAS in six variants such as
Met Ocean, OMNI, Wave, Tsunami, INSAT & GPRS and are being used in
operational mode with low power system with improvised technology
for two-way communication link fromsea floor to desktop.
Buoy with IDAS
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INSAT telemetry
With advancement in technology and improvisation, data telemetry
techniques are developed to acquire data through Indian Satellite
(INSAT) through Mobile Satellite System (MSS) and General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS) wherever possible.

Silent Observer
Buoy Communication

New buoy system with features such as Audio- Video output, Automatic
Identification System to track passing Ships, alert system, two way
communications along with conventional met-ocean data collection is
developed for surveillance and security application

Data Monitoring &Management tool
A customized software solution has been built in-house to reach across
Silent Observer

present barriers and allow information sharing and process automation
across organizational needs. It allows processing of complex and nonheterogeneous data, permit objective analysis, interactive exploration,
visualization of Meteorological, Oceanographic data and other georeferenced profiles which are very useful during cruises for instant data
visualization and monitoring watch circle of the buoy. Ultimately, it is the
tool

to

for

visualization,,

oceanographic
assimilation

and

and

meteorological

serves

as

data,

data

archival,

management

dashboard.information system.

Advanced Data Reception & Analysis System
Data Dash Board

Way Forward
In recent years, our ability to measure the changes in the oceans
(including open Ocean, nearshore, and coast) is increasing, not only
because of improved measuring devices and scientific techniques but
also because newer technology aids in betterunderstanding of dynamic
environment. This domain has progressed from applications that merely
collect and display data to complex simulation, modeling, and the
development of new methodologies.
Real time ocean observation in Indian seas started by NIOT in a small
scale at Madras Port in August 1997 is expanding to wider areas viz
Shallow waters, Deep-sea; Southern Ocean and Polar and has global
recognition for technical competence and development.
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Tidings- Happenings at NIOT
Beach Restoration at Pondicherry town
based on studies of NIOT:
NIOT has recommended beach nourishment on north of Pondicherry
harbour as part of the programme on Demonstration of Shore Protection
Measures through Pilot Projects based on field studies and numerical
modelling. Pondicherry government has implemented which showed a
gain of beach width to an extent of 60m. Secretary, MoES visited the site
and it was proposed to take up offshore reef with beach nourishment for
restoration beach in Pondicherry town.

Offshore Reef with Beach Nourishment

Ocean current turbine
A straight bladed current turbine producing 100 W electricity at 1.2 m/s
water speed was designed, fabricated and tested successfully and results
matched with the theoretical predictions.

Exploration Rodriguez Triple Junction

Ocean current turbine

Scientific exploration at Rodriguez Triple Junction ( RTJ) at ~ 260 S carried out
with NCOAR scientists during 15th April to 21st May 2013. Live underwater video
streaming from SONNE field Hydrothermal vent site to NIOT was demonstrated
as a first of its kind in the world.

Low frequency calibration facility
The vibrating water column based low frequency calibration setup for the
frequency range 100Hz to 2kHz has been successfully established at ATF and is
operational.

Engineering Investigations for the
‘Kalpasar’ Project

Low Frequency Calibration setup

The Kalpasar project proposed by state Government of Gujarat envisages
installation of a dam across gulf of Khambhat – connecting Bhavnagar on
west to Dahej on east coast. The engineering investigations related to dam
site selection and the after-effects of the dam on sedimentation pattern in
the gulf has been entrusted to NIOT by Kalpasar department. 80% of the
work has been completed and remaining will be completed by mid 2014.

A Digital Terrain Model based on bathymetry
survey of NIOT
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Tidings- Happenings at NIOT....
Indigenized Autonomous Underwater
Profiling Drifter (AUPD)
An Autonomous Underwater Profiling Drifter (AUPD) to acquire temperature,
conductivity at various depths in the uppermost 2000 m water column. This
development will support Indian ARGO programme which is part of global
array of 3000 free drifting floats which provides real time data for climate
and ocean science. The first system produced by Indian industry based on
NIOT technology was deployed off Lakshadweep Islands in the south eastern
Arabian Sea using NIOT’s ship on 14 May 2013. It has completed 85 profiles
Indigenized Autonomous underwater profiling
Drifter (AUPD)

(170 days) so far and performance found satisfactory.

Regional Workshop on Best Practices
In association with Data Buoy Cooperation Panel, Joint WMO/IOC Technical
Commission

for

Oceanography

and

Marine

Meteorology,

World

Meteorological Organization, UNESCO - IOC ,Bay of Bengal Programme Inter-governmental Organization organized this Regional workshop on “Best
Practices for Instruments and Methods of Ocean Observation” during
November 19 to 21, 2012. This is the first time Industries were involved to
discuss science behind the development of instrument and 120 delegates
from 18 countries viz Bangladesh, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Kenya, Oman,
Pakistan, Korea, Kenya Indonesia, Myanmar and Thailand participated. This
Regional workshop on Best of Practices for
instruments and Methods of Ocean Observation

includes 26 industries from India and abroad.

National Training for Data Collection in
the Ocean
To build capacity on collection of quality data, advanced observational
techniques with sensors and protocols for collecting, archiving, assimilating
high quality data and processing the collected data, a training programme
was organised through Sea Bird Electronics USA. Nearly 45 participants from
National Training for Data Collections in the Ocean

various research and academic Institutes and industry participated in this
programme which was conducted from 22 to 27 November 2012.
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Student Corrosion Awareness Competition
Michael Faraday's birth anniversary on 22nd September, from 2012 onwards NIOT,
under the Ministry of Earth Sciences and CII is jointly organized and conducting a
corrosion competition on “Corrosion Research Day “. An Elocution Competition
and a Video Film Competition on selected subjects of Corrosion Research and
Awareness was organized for Students from schools and engineering colleges
from all over India participated in the contest with great enthusiasm. About 100
students attended the celebrations.
Student’s corrossion awarness competition

Workshop on Underwater Technology
UTW13
One day workshop on Underwater Technology was successfully organized
by NIOT on 21 October 2013 in association with IEEE OES India Chapter and
IEEE Japan Chapter. The workshop was inaugurated by Dr.Shailesh Nayak,
Chairman Earth System Sciences Organization and Secretary Ministry of
Earth sciences. He highlighted the importance of research in the field of
deep sea technology and ocean mining. Dr.M.A Atmanand,Director, NIOT
welcomed the gathering and Dr.G.A.Ramadass, Organizing Secretary
briefed about the workshop. About 100 professionals and students from
different R&D and academic Institutions participated. Twelve lectures were
delivered by leading national and international scientists. Best student
paper awards were presented.

Hindi Fortnight
NIOT celebrated Hindi fortnight from 16th - 27th September 2013, as part
of the celebrations a workshop and a lecture was organized, and various
competitions in Hindi was conducted for the staff members and prizes
distributed.

Vigilance Awareness Week
Vigilance Awareness Week was observed during 29th October to 3rd
November, starting off with pledge administered by Director on 31st
October 2013. As part of the observation, a talk on "Vigilance" was
delivered.

Underwater Technology Workshop (UTW13)
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Visit of Secretary General of
International Seabed Authority
Mr.Nii A. Odunton, Secretary General, International Seabed Authority,
Kingston, Jamaica visited NIOT on 9th October 2013 and addressed the Staff
Members of NIOT

Awards
Solar Desalination plant realized by KGDS with support from NIOT and DST has
won an award during August 2013 and is ranked in the first slot under Innovation
category.
For the year 2012-13, the following staff have been selected from NIOT for the
certificates of merit by MoES:
Shri Tata Sudhakar,
Shri Aruna Kumar Avule,
Ms. Mary Leema Thilakam,
Ms. K.R. Anuradha,
Shri C. Jothi
Ms. S. Vasanthi,
Shri M. Vinodh Kumar
Dr.R.Venkatesan, Scientist-G, received Meritorious Contribution Award 2013 from
NACE International Gateway India Section (NIGIS) on 2nd October 2013 at New
Delhi for his contribution in the field of materials for deep sea applications.
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